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You are invited to a concert of all war music sung by Mezzo Soprano Alannah Robins,  
To be held at 14.00 on 13th May, in the McCann Hall, Conservatory of Music and Drama, Chatham Row, Dublin. 

 
The programme will include music by Purcell, Poulenc, Borodin and Rachmaninov as well as work by contemporary composers, 

Tom Cullivan, James MacMillan, Ian Wilson and Judith Weir. 
 

The concert aims to address global and local conflicts, and associated security concerns in a new light,  
and to reflect on our roles in society’s violence. 

 
To get you in the mood, we are offering you a selection of weapons for your choice. Your choice will be printed on an attractive, 

handy canvas tote, and will be yours for the duration of the concert. 
 
 
 

 

  
 

   
 
 



 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The Lewis gun (or Lewis automatic machine gun or Lewis automatic rifle) is 
a First World War – era light machine gun of US design that was perfected 
and mass-produced in the United Kingdom, and widely used by troops of 
the British Empire during the war. It had a distinctive barrel cooling shroud 
(containing a finned, aluminium breech-to-muzzle heat sink to cool the gun 

barrel) and top-mounted pan magazine. 
 

The Lewis served to the end of the Korean War. It was also widely used as 
an aircraft machine gun, almost always with the cooling shroud removed (as 
air flow during flight offers sufficient cooling), during both World Wars. "The 
Lewis Gun is the most recognized classic light machine gun in the world", 

and was designed by an American, Colonel Isaac Newton Lewis. 

 

 
LEWIS LIGHT MACHINE GUN 
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The hand grenade is an explosive weapon typically thrown by hand. It 
consists of an explosive charge, a detonating mechanism, and firing pin 

inside the grenade to trigger the detonating mechanism. Once the soldier 
throws the grenade, the safety lever releases, the striker throws the safety 
lever away from the grenade body as it rotates to detonate the primer. The 
primer explodes and ignites the fuze (sometimes called the delay element). 

The fuze burns down to the detonator, which explodes the main charge. 
 

The fragmentation grenade is designed to disperse shrapnel on detonation. 
The body is generally made of a hard synthetic material or steel, which will 
provide limited fragmentation through sharding and splintering, though in 

modern grenades a pre-formed fragmentation matrix inside the grenade is 
commonly used. 

 
The word “grenade” is likely derived from Old French pomegranate and 

influenced by Spanish Granada, as the bomb is reminiscent of the many-
seeded fruit, together with its size and shape. Its first use in English dates 

from the 1590s. 

HAND GRENADE 
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The AKM (Russian: модернизи́рованный Автома́т Кала́шникова, tr. 
modernizírovanny Avtomát Kaláshnikova, lit. Modernized Kalashnikov 

Automatic Rifle) is a 7.62mm assault rifle designed by Mikhail Kalashnikov. 
It is a modernized variant of the AK-47 rifle developed in the 1940s. 

Introduced into service with the Soviet Army in 1959, the AKM is the most 
ubiquitous variant of the entire AK series of firearms and it has found 

widespread use with most member states of the former Warsaw Pact and its 
African and Asian allies as well as being widely exported and produced in 

many other countries. 
 

It was officially replaced in Soviet frontline service by the AK-74 in the late 
1970s, but remains in use worldwide. 

The AKM comes supplied with a different accessory kit that contains a 
M1959 6X4 or 6X3-type bayonet and comes with synthetic or steel 

magazines. The 6X3-type bayonet blade forms a wire-cutting device when 
coupled with its scabbard. The polymer grip and upper part of the scabbard 

provide insulation from the metal blade and bottom part of the metal 
scabbard, using a rubber insulator sleeve, to safely cut electrified wire. The 
kit also comes with a punch used to drive out various pins and a device that 

aids in assembling the rate reducing mechanism. The GP-25 Grenade 
launcher can also be fitted onto the AKM. 

 
KALASHNIKOV BAYONET 
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A foldable knife has one or more blades that fit inside the handle that can 
still fit in a pocket. It is also known as a jackknife (jack-knife) or a penknife, 

though a penknife may also be a specific kind of pocketknife. A typical blade 
length is 5 to 15 centimetres (2 to 6 in). Pocketknives are versatile tools, 

and may be used for anything from opening an envelope, to cutting twine, 
slicing a piece of fruit or even as a means of self-defense.  

 
The earliest known pocketknives date to at least the early Iron Age. A 

pocketknife with a bone handle was found at the Hallstatt Culture type site 
in Austria, dating to around 600-500 BCE. Iberian folding-blade knives made 
by indigenous artisans and craftsmen and dating to the pre-Roman era have 

been found in Spain. 

FOLDING KNIFE 
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Through the course of human history, commonplace objects have been 
pressed into service as weapons. Axes, by virtue of their ubiquity, are no 

exception. Besides axes designed for combat, there were many battle axes 
that doubled as tools. Axes could be modified into deadly projectiles as well 
(see the francisca for an example). Axes were often cheaper than swords 

and considerably more available 
Battle axes generally weigh far less than modern splitting axes, especially 

mauls, because they were designed to cut legs and arms rather than wood; 
consequently, slightly narrow slicing blades are the norm. This facilitates 

deep, devastating wounds. Moreover, a lighter weapon is much quicker to 
bring to bear in combat and manipulate for repeated strikes against an 

adversary. 
 

AXE 
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A nuclear weapon ( also called an atom bomb, nuke, atomic bomb, nuclear 
warhead, A-bomb, or nuclear bomb) is an explosive device that derives its 

destructive force from nuclear reactions, either fission (fission bomb) or from 
a combination of fission and fusion reactions (thermonuclear bomb). Both 

bomb types release large quantities of energy from relatively small amounts 
of matter. A thermonuclear weapon weighing little more than 2,400 pounds 
(1,100 kg) can release energy equal to more than 1.2 million tons of TNT 

(5.0 PJ). A nuclear device no larger than traditional bombs can devastate an 
entire city by blast, fire, and radiation. Since they are weapons of mass 

destruction, the proliferation of nuclear weapons is a focus of international 
relations policy. 

Nuclear weapons have been used twice in war, both times by the United 
States against Japan near the end of World War II. On August 6, 1945, the 

U.S. Army Air Forces detonated a uranium gun-type fission bomb 
nicknamed "Little Boy" over the Japanese city of Hiroshima; three days 

later, on August 9, the U.S. Army Air Forces detonated a plutonium 
implosion-type fission bomb nicknamed "Fat Man" over the Japanese city of 

Nagasaki. These bombings caused injuries that resulted in the deaths of 

approximately 200,000 civilians and military personnel. The ethics of these 

bombings and their role in Japan's surrender are subjects of debate. 
 

NUCLEAR MISSILE 
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Place your order on the order form found at 
http://alannahrobins.com/weapons-of-destruction-2 
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            Child carrying AKM during the Iran – Iraq war 
 

 

 


